ANTHRACITE GREY RAINWATER
GLOSS & CAST IRON STYLE PVC GUTTER SYSTEMS

www.brettmartin.com
Anthracite Grey is the latest popular colour choice available from Brett Martin Plumbing & Drainage in a selection of Rainwater Systems providing customers with a choice of three profiles with a gloss finish or four profiles with a cast iron style appearance.

Specially developed to be a true colour match to RAL 7016 these Anthracite Grey Rainwater Systems deliver all the benefits of modern plastic materials and come with a 10 year colour warranty.

**QUALITY RAINWATER SYSTEMS**

**CAST IRON STYLE SYSTEMS**

- PROSTYLE 106mm
- ROUNDSTYLE 112mm
- DEEPSTYLE 115mm
- DEEPSTYLE 170mm

**GLOSS RAINWATER SYSTEMS**

- PROSTYLE 106mm
- ROUNDSTYLE 112mm
- DEEPSTYLE 115mm
With a growing trend for windows, doors, fascias and other building accessories in Anthracite Grey, a selection of Brett Martin’s Rainwater Systems has been perfectly colour matched to RAL 7016 to ensure a harmonised Anthracite Grey rainwater solution adds that perfect finishing touch to your property.

The systems are suitable for both new build and renovation projects and include the complete heritage-inspired Cascade Cast Iron Style Rainwater Systems range and three gutter profiles in the modern gloss finish range, meaning there’s an Anthracite Grey rainwater system to suit every roof drainage project.
GLOSS RAINWATER SYSTEMS

PROSTYLE 106mm
Ideally suited to contemporary styled properties due to its sleek lines and modern appearance, this rainwater gutter profile is used with the 65mm Square or the 68mm Round Downpipe Systems, also available in the Anthracite Grey colour option.

ROUNDSTYLE 112mm
This traditional half round system is best suited to the domestic housing market and is compatible with the 68mm Round Downpipe, also available in Anthracite Grey.

DEEPSTYLE 115mm
Offering more effective rainwater drainage, this semi-elliptical system is designed for larger or steeper roofs and also uses the 68mm Round Downpipe System.
Anthracite Grey is the latest colour to be added to a collection of 7 heritage colours available across the complete Cascade Cast Iron Style Rainwater range.

- Prostyle 106mm Gutter System
- Roundstyle 112mm Gutter System
- Deepstyle 115mm Gutter System
- Deepstyle 170mm Gutter System
- Hoppers
- Complementary Soil System

With authentic cast iron style detailing in a timeless colour, property developers and home owners can add a touch of old style detailing to new builds or a sympathetic feature to a period property. A range of hoppers and a complementary Soil System are also available in Anthracite Grey to complete the look.
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